Objective: To cross-validate three predictive set of equations for basal metabolic rate (BMR) developed by Schofield (Schofield database), Henry (Oxford database) and Cole (Oxford database) using mean values for age, weight, height and BMR of published studies. Design: Literature review of studies published from 1985 to March 2002. Setting: All studies selected used appropriate methods and followed conditions that met the criteria established for basal metabolism, were performed in healthy adults, and were not part of the Schofield or Oxford database. Subjects: A total of 261 groups of men and women from 175 studies were selected and categorised in three age groups (18.5-29.9, 30.0 -59.9, $ 60 years old) and three body mass index (BMI) groups (normal weight, overweight and obese). Results: Linear regression and concordance correlation analysis showed that the three sets of equations had the same association and agreement with measured BMR, across gender, age, and BMI groups. The agreement of all equations was moderate for men and poor for women. The lowest mean squared prediction errors (MSPRs) were given by Henry equations in men and Cole equations in women. Henry and Cole equations gave lower values than Schofield equations, except for men over 60 years of age. Henry equations were the most accurate in men. None of the three equations performed consistently better in women. Conclusion: These results support the use of Henry equations in men with a wide range of age and BMI. None of the proposed predictive equations seem to be appropriate to estimate BMR in women.
Introduction
Since 1981, the Joint Food and Agricultural Organization/ World Health Organization/United Nations University (FAO/WHO/UNU) Expert Consultation on Energy and Protein Requirements recommended expressing energy expenditure as multiples of basal metabolic rate (BMR) 1 . The document Energy and Protein Requirements, published in 1985, reported several predictive equations for BMR developed by Schofield 2 -3 . However, most BMR values in the Schofield database were obtained from European and North American subjects (87%), and several reports have been published demonstrating that those equations overestimate BMR, particularly in some ethnic groups 4 -8 . Henry and Cole 9 -10 have developed new predictive equations, using a more extensive database than Schofield (Oxford database). Henry and Cole equations excluded the Italian subjects, who were overrepresented in the Schofield database (47%) and have unusually high BMR values. Moreover, 38% of subjects in the Oxford database are from developing countries 9 . Hence, the Oxford database has a broader geographical and ethnic representation than the Schofield database.
The purpose of this paper is to cross-validate those three predictive models (Schofield, Henry and Cole) in adults, using mean values for age, anthropometry and BMR of published studies. The analyses were performed in groups of individuals with a mean body mass index (BMI) in the normal range (18.5 -25 .0 kg m references of few papers. A total of 2286 articles were electronically transferred to ProCite 3.1 (Personal Bibliographic Software, Inc., Michigan), for reference management.
The exclusion criteria used to select papers for their analysis were:
1. Non-original papers, published twice or more for the same individuals. Consequently, I excluded review papers (320), letters to the editor (40) , meta-analysis and compilations of several studies (18) , and studies based on subjects whose results were published in other papers (45) . 2. Studies that were part of the Oxford database (20) . None of the papers were part of the Schofield database, since those papers were published prior to 1985. 3. Studies where the abstract said that BMR was not measured, or was measured exclusively in ill or burned persons, hospitalised or during administration of anaesthetic (1007). 4. Studies done exclusively on children or adolescents, obese persons, pregnant women, early post-partum, or athletes (210).
Studies that did not show data separating men from
women, or did not report age, weight, or non-adjusted BMR of subjects (79). 6. Since the mean value of each age and gender group was used, it was decided to exclude from analysis studies with less than 10 individuals of a given age and gender (252). 7. Methods and environmental and subjects' conditions followed to measure BMR were carefully reviewed in each study to make sure that criteria for BMR were accomplished. Twenty-seven studies were excluded due to inappropriate methodology.
Excluding all articles that met any of the above criteria, plus another 86 articles that were not possible to obtain by the time the analysis was started, and five studies with BMR values considered as outliers by the Tukey method (median^twice the interquantile range) 11 , a total of 175 studies remained for analysis. Several of those studies included more than one age and gender group, for example, men 18-30 and men 30-65. Table 1 summarises the number of groups of subjects in each gender, age and BMI category. Underweight groups were not included in the analysis due to the low number of groups available. The age groups selected for both sexes are the same used by Schofield et al. for the development of their predictive equations ( Table 2 ). All references used in the analysis are listed in Annex 1. 9 . The Cole equations were also developed from this database ( Table 2) .
Predictive equations
The Oxford database included only healthy subjects (malnourished or sick subjects were excluded), although overweight and obese subjects were not eliminated. It considers the Italian subjects of the Schofield database, although Henry did not include them to derive his equations. The Oxford and Schofield databases have 4039 data points in common (77 papers). However, 38% of subjects (4018) in the Oxford database lived in developing countries. The later database also included 53% of studies that used open-circuit calorimetry.
The Henry and Schofield equations assumed a linear association between BMR and weight. It is worth noting that weight reduces the total variation in BMR by 90-93% in children 0-3 years of age; however, as age increases, this total variation explained by weight decreases, being the lowest in the 30 -60-year-old group (36 and 46% for men and women, respectively, by Schofield's equations and 51 and 57% by Henry's equations). Both authors, however, demonstrated that the inclusion of height in the equation did not improve its prediction ability significantly.
Cole developed another set of equations only for adults, 18-80 years old, which avoid any discontinuities between age groups 12 . He used the Oxford database, as Henry did, but he did not exclude the Italian subjects. Cole's models predict ln BMR using age, ln weight and ln height as independent variables, adjusted for differences in mean , and analysis of variance (to further test for accuracy) were used to compare predicted BMR by each set of equations with measured BMR and among each other. The best model was considered with the lowest mean squared prediction error (MSPR), a better indicator of how well the model predicts in another data set than standard error of the estimate (SEE) 13 .
Results
The first analysis was done in age and gender groups with a mean BMI between 18.5 and 25.0 kg m
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. Table 3 contains characteristics of the groups of subjects included in this analysis. BMR was lower in women that in men.
The group of individuals over 60 years of age had a lower BMR than younger groups.
Linear regression and concordance correlation analysis revealed that the three sets of predictive equations had the same association and agreement with measured BMR, across gender and age groups (Table 4 ). Overall and stratified by age, concordance correlation coefficients were between 0.6 and 0.8 in me, meaning that all equations are moderately precise and accurate to predict BMR. In the case of women, all predictive equations had a poor association and agreement with measured BMR, particularly in the 30-59.9-year-old group (Table 4 ). The lowest MSPR was given by Henry's equations in men and Cole's equations in women.
BMR values predicted by the three equations, as expected, were highly correlated (r values between 0.92 and 1.00, Table 4 ). Schofield and Henry equations for men and women between 18.0 and 59.9 years old had correlation coefficients of 1 and their association with measured BMR were identical. However, the concordance coefficients between those two equations varied among 0.56 and 0.92, meaning that the association between them is a straight line, but one equation gives values that under or overestimate the values of the other. In this case, the Henry equations showed slightly lower predicted values than the Schofield equations, except for men over 60 years of age (Table 5) .
Since all predictive equations resulted in the same precision and accuracy, analysis of variance was performed to test for accuracy only. Levene's test was done to verify for homogeneity of variances, showing that variances among groups were not different. This condition allows the use of analysis of variance. , using open-circuit calorimetry, and adjusted for study differences in mean BMR) was used in the analysis of subjects with mean BMI between 18.5 and 25.0. Second equation (restricted only to 18-80 years of age and adjusted for study differences in mean BMR) was used when overweight and obese subjects were included in the analysis. , respectively). BMR decreased with age in both men and women (Table 3) . Table 6 shows the linear regression and concordance correlation analysis when normal, overweight and obese groups were combined. The addition of the overweight and obese groups of men did not make any difference in the association and agreement found in the group of men with normal mean BMI alone. On the contrary, the association and agreement improved significantly when the overweight and obese groups of women were combined with normal BMI groups ( Table 6 and Fig. 1 ).
The analysis of variance results when overweight and obese groups of subjects were included are presented in Table 5 . When the overweight and obese groups of men were incorporated, the BMR overestimation by the Schofield equations was more evident and the Henry and Cole equations persisted as equally accurate. In the case of women, the BMR underestimation by the Henry equations in the 30-59.9-year-old age group disappeared ( Table 5 ). The Henry and Cole equations continued giving lower values than the Schofield equations, except for men over 60 years of age. Figure 2 shows the scatter plots among measured BMR and predicted BMR by the Schofield, Henry, and Cole equations in Caucasian (37 groups of men and 40 groups of women) and non-Caucasian (41 groups 9 -10 . In women, the results are not that clear, probably related to the poor association and agreement found with all equations validated. As in previous reports 3, 9 , weight diminishes the total variation in BMR by 62-66% in men. In women, however, the total variation in BMR explained by weight was only 35 -43%, and only 10 -19% in the 30 -60-year-old group. Apparently this poor association vanished when overweight and obese groups of subjects were included in the analysis. However, that circumstance is probably explained by a leverage effect of the upper data points corresponding to obese subjects (Fig. 1) . More data is needed on obese women to clarify this point. None of the proposed predictive equations seem to be appropriate to estimate BMR from mean population weight values in women. The logarithmic transformation used in the Cole equations did not improve the prediction accuracy and precision.
The results obtained in women may also be accounted for by a non-linear association between weight and BMR, or weight not being the main variable that can explain BMR variation. A logarithmic transformation, as in Cole's equations, did not improve the prediction ability of the model. A suggestion to improve the model is conducting a piecewise regression 13 ; in other words, allow the linear regression line to have a break-point. Observing Fig. 1 in more detail, it seems that the predicted values for women overestimated BMR in most cases when BMR was less than approximately 5.4 MJ day 21 . The break-point for the parameter used in the equations (body weight) can be determined by examining a scatter plot between BMR Comparisons were made separately for absolute values, absolute differences, percent differences among measured BMR and each predictive set of equations, and percent differences among predictive set of equations. *P , 0.05 among values with different letters within each gender and age group.
Table 6
Comparison of measured and predictive basal metabolic rate (BMR) in subjects with mean body mass index (BMI) over 18. and body weight and fitting a locally weighted smoothing function to the data. The Henry and Cole equations had a better concordance coefficient than Schofield's equations with any of them (confidence intervals do not intersect), probably because the former equations were generated from the same database.
A limitation of the study was that the validation exercise was conducted using mean values for age, anthropometry, and BMR rather than on individual data, due mainly to lack of individual data from all studies included in the analysis. Nevertheless, the use of BMR predictive equations is for the estimation of energy requirements and recommendations, which were developed for their application in populations 2 . Figure 2 shows that most of the non-Caucasian group of subjects had the lowest BMR values. The previously reported overestimation of BMR by Schofield's equations in several ethnic groups, particularly from developing regions 4 -9 , is also demonstrated in men with the present data.
In conclusion, although there were no differences in agreement among the three sets of equations, the accuracy of Henry's equations was better in men and of Schofield's equations in women. Furthermore, the MSPR was lowest for Henry's equations in men and Cole's equations in women. These results support the use of Henry's equations in men. The inconsistency in women might be related to the poor association between predictive and measured BMR. 
